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One-particle electronic states of ferromagnetic single crystal Laves phase
GdΑl2is calculated with the help of augmented spherical waves, based on

density functional theory. Density of states, partial densities of states are
presented. The behavior of the spectrum in the vicinity of the Fermi energy
and the number of occupied states are discussed in detail.

PACS numbers: 71.25.Pi, 75.30.-m, 75.50.Cc

1. Introduction

Typical magnetic Laves phase structure substances as the GdAl 2 [1] and
the other RM 2 [2, 3] (R — rare earth, M — metal) have been the subject of the
extensive experimental as well as theoretical studies [4-7].

Monocrystalline GdAl2 below 171 K orders ferromagnetically and shows re-
sistivity about 100 μΩ cm [3]. A rather high (7.2B) saturation magnetic moment
per Gd atom and sufficiently strong mobility of conducting electrons causes that
this substance is a prototype material for testing applicability of whole s-f, s-d
[8, 9] family of models. With the help of those models, applying the simplest ap-
proximations it was easy to get satisfactory quantitative description of the static
magnetic properties, conductivity, ... for finite temperature.

The great progress has been made during the last decade, in the field of uS-
ing local spin density functional theory (LSDFT)for the description of even stuc-
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turally complicated compounds and alloys [10]. Several groups [5, 7, 11, 12] have
calculated the one-particle electronic structure of a whole series of compounds and
alloys. The method often used and sufficiently efficient was linear muffin tin or-
bitals (LMTO) method, originated by O.K. Andersen et al. [13], H.L. Skriver [14].

In this paper we report one-particle electronic structure properties of the
GdAl2 calculated with the help of the scalar relativistic augmented spherical waves
(ASW) method, originally introduced in Ref. [15]. Detailed comparison between
ASW and LMTO method is given in Ref. [14]. In many respects ASW is equivalent
to LMTO but is rather less efficient numerically and applicable only for structurally
ordered materials. The presented calculations were performed on supercomputers.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we summarize the method of cal-
culations paying special care to the compounds aspects. Section 3 contains the de-
scription of results for electronic one-particle spectum, densities of states (DOS),
partial densities of states (PDOS). In Sec. 4 we summarize the most important
results and also some conclusions are given.

2. Band-structure caIculations

Band-stucture calculations we performed for GdAl 2 Laves phase are based
on the LSDFT [16] — an approximate version of the exact density functional
theory (DFT) of Hohenberg and Kohn [17], Kohn and Sham [18].

Within LSDFT the charge n(r) and magnetization m(r) densities, the partial
densities of states and other characteristics of the compounds are obtained by
self-consistent solving of the one-particle Kohn-Sham equation (in atomic units)

for a single electron with spin σ (↑ or ↓. ) in a local periodic potential which is
given by

Vext (r) describes the interaction of electrons with the external field which in-
cludes the electrostatic interaction with the fixed nuclei. The second term in
Eq. (2) represents the Hartree part of electron-electron Coulomb interaction. The
exchange-correlation potential VDXC(n(r), nσ (r)) depends on the spin σ and within
LSDFT is a functional of local charge and spin densities.

The charge density for electrons with spin σ is given by

where Νσ is the number of eigenstates with spin σ and eigenvalues Εiσ ≤ EF , and
EF is the Fermi energy. The charge n(r) and magnetization m(r) densities are
defined as
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The calculations were performed with the use of the approximate form of
VDXC(n(r), nσ (r)) functional given by Morruzi et al. [19]:

with the functions G(x) and f(s) defined as follows:

The variable rs is related to the electron density n by the equation r3S = 3/4πn,
= nσ /n and the numerical parameters take the values α = 1.539, b = 5.1298,

cP = -0.045, cF = -0.0225, rP = 21.0, rF = 52.9167.
The band structure calculations based on DFT are ab initio in the sense that

the only input parameters are the crystal stucture, the lattice parameters and the
atomic numbers.

The self-consistent procedure proceeds as follows. First, one assumes certain
charge and spin densities (some atomic average), from which the potential (2) is
constructed. Then one solves the Kohn-Sham (K—S) equation (1) for the both spin
directions and for a dense mesh of k-points in the irreducible part of the Brillouin
zone. From the N (= N ↑+Ν↓) states with the lowest eigenenergiesΕiσ(k)the
new charge and spin densities are calculated from Eqs. (3) and (4). The procedure
is iterated until self-consistency is obtained.

Different methods are involved in order to solve the K-S equation, e.g.
LCAO, LMTO, LAPW (linear augmented plane waves). They differ in a way
of constucting of basis functions in which the eigenfunctions Ψi, σ (r) of Eq. (1)
are expanded. Our programs use the augmented spherical waves (ASW) method
formulated by Williams et al. [15]. The ASW method is an efficient computational
scheme to calculate self-consistently electronic stuctures and ground state prop-
erties of periodic crystalline solids. It employs the atomic sphere approximation
(ASA) which replaces the Wigner-Seitz (W-S) polyhedra of the solid by over-
lapping the Wigner-Seitz spheres centered around the atomic positions with a
total volume that equals the volume of the solid. Within ASA the potential in
the spheres is taken spherically symmetric and W-S spheres are taken as the aug-
mentation spheres. This approximation is most accurate for close-packed metals
in which space can be filled with W—S spheres and whose overlap can be neglected
(the overlap less than 30 per cent).

The parameters which enter the ASA based calculations are the radii of W-S
spheres. As opposed to the elemental metal, where the W-S sphere radius is given
by the volume equivalence (νω S = VcellW-S), the radii of W—S spheres centered at
different atoms in unit cell of compound cannot be determined uniquely. There is
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no unique way to define volumes for specific atomic sites in a compound, though
when Vegard's law [20] holds

V(ΑcΒ1-c)) ≈c V(A) + (1 c) V(B),
where V(Α) and V(B) are the elemental volumes, a good choice is V(Α) for the A
atoms and V(B) for the B ones [20].

The crystal stucture of GdAl 2 in the cubic Laves phase is shown in Fig. 1.
The Gd atoms form a diamond sublattice, i.e. two interpenetrating fcc lattices.
The Al tetrahedra occupy vacant corners in the Gd sublattice, so that all atoms
pack closely. The space group of the cubic Laves phase crystal is Fd3m and the
reciprocal lattice is body centered cubic.

The considered GdAl2 compound does not obey Vegard's law. Some volume
contraction accompany the compound formation

V(GdAl2) < V(Gd) + 2V(Al),
with V(GdAl2)/(V(Gd) +- 2V(Αl))≈ 0.93. The sizes of GdAl 2 compound con-
stituents change relative to their elemental counterparts. These changes are asso-
ciated with bringing the W-S cell boundaries to a common electron density.

To establish the W—S spheres' radii for Gd and Al atom sites we follow the
argumentation of Watson and Bennet [20]. The ΑB 2 Laves stuctures generally
involve larger, lower-valent A atoms which contract upon compound formation and
smaller, higher-valent B atoms which expand. If the contraction associated with
compound formation is large, the volume decrease in the contracting A atoms is
larger in magnitude than the volume increase in the B atoms, i.e.

|ΔVΑ | > |ΔVB| ,
and a good first approximation is to set ΔVΒ equal to zero. Providing that the con-
traction effects are accounted for, the occurrence of the Laves phases is associated
with the volume ratio [20]:

Following the above arguments we assume that ΔVΑl = 0, and the W-S
sphere radius for Al atomic site we took equal the W-S sphere radius of Al in
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elemental fcc crystal RAlW —S
 2.9909 a.u. Having the W—S sphere radius for Al

atomic site, the Gd W—S sphere radius we have determined from the volume
equation

where nGd (nAl) are the numbers of Gd (Al) atomic sites in GdAl2 Laves structure
unit cell with the lattice constant α0L .

Taking into account the experimentally measured lattice constant of GdAl2
Laves phase equal to 14.9282 a.u. [1, 21], the Gd W-S sphere radius from Eq. (9)
was found equal to RS = 3.5769 a.u. The volumes of W-S spheres centered at
Gd and Al atomic sites calculated with the above given radii yield

which agrees with the value given in Eq. (8).
We set the origin of coordinates at the middle point of the nearest neigh-

bor Gd-Gd lines. Thus the positions of the six atoms which form a unit cell are
for Gd atoms and

for Al atoms.

Sticht and Kubler [22] performed local-spin-density functional calculations
of ground-state properties of hcp ferromagnetic Gd. They presented two different
types of calculations. In the first set of calculations they treated the seven 4f
electrons of Gd as a half-filled core state, aligning all the spins such that they
give a magnetic moment of 7μB. This assumption led to an unacceptable value
of total magnetic moment. They concluded that treating the 4f electrons of Gd
as core states is an unacceptable approximation. In the second set of calculations
they treated the 4f electrons as valence states hybridizing with the other valence
electrons. The result for the magnetic moment they obtained was in excellent
agreement with the experimental value.

In our calculations we also treat the 4f electrons of Gd atoms as valence
states. The starting crystal charge and spin densities are a superposition of self-con-
sistent charge and spin densities for neutral atoms Gd with configuration Xe,
4f7 , 5d0. 5 , 6s 1 for spin up and Xe, 4f 0 ,  5d0 . 5 , 6s 1 for spin down. The configuration
of neutral Al atoms were chosen as Ne, 31, 3p0 8 and Ne, 3s 1 , 3p0 . 2 for spin up and
down, respectively. In the above Xe and Ne are the abbreviations of the atomic
configurations of xenon and neon, respectively.

3. Results and discussion

We performed calculations using scalar relativistic ASW [23] which includes
all relativistic effects except spin-orbit coupling. The self-consistency was achieved
with 182 k-mesh points after 16 iterations. In order to obtain a good statistic in
DOS, the last iteration was done with 408 k points. Additionally, the results from
the last converged iteration were linearly splined. In the end, we got relatively
smooth curves for all total and partial densities of states. The accuracy of the
one-particle spectrum was less than 0.05 eV.
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Figure 1 presents crystal structure of GdAl2. The bigger circles correspond
to Gd atoms and the smaller ones to Al atoms. The hatched areas which form
pyramids represent the nearest neighbor sets of Al atoms. One can easily see that
during alloying (i.e. when Al atom is replaced by another type of atom) we have
several nonequivalent space positions.

In Fig. 2 the single particle electronic structure of the ferromagnetic GdAl2
for standard set of k-vection from the first Brillouin zone is shown. The solid lines
correspond to the spin up spectum and the broken ones to the down one. Ex-

tremely flat dispersion curve 4.5 eV below the Fermi level belongs to 4f multiplet.
The width of the 4f down bands is about 0.38 eV. In Hund,s ule language we can
say that all seven 4f-↑ electrons are coupled ferromagnetically in the atomic sense
and give 7μB contribution to the magnetic moment. The spin down 4f electrons
form a broader unoccupied subband located slightly above the Fermi level. The
width of the 4f-1 subband is about 0.56 eV (wider than for the 4 f-↑ states
the electrons in states with higher energy have greater mobility). The hybridiza-
tion with states having another symmetry is rather small. The splitting (binding
energy) between 4f-ΐ and 4f-j. peaks is 5.2 eV. This splitting is too small. From
inverse photoemission measurement [24] it should be about 12 eV. The reason of
this striking divergency comes from the approximations used for exchange and
correlation potential from Eq. (5).

In Fig. 3 the total single particle density of states is presented (thin vertical
line marks the position of the Fermi level). The single particle DOS was defined
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where Εkmσ is the quantity obtained from solving the Kohn-Sham equation (1)
for solid state and interpreted here as a single particle energy for the electron,
directly. The spin up spectum (solid line) is shifted to the lower energy relatively
to the spin down spectum (broken line). The difference between both spin DOS,
which is directly connected with exchange splitting, is strongly energy dependent.
The spin down DOS has a sharp maximum exactly at the energy Ε = EF. The
spin up DOS shows also a sharp peak near EF but shifted to the lower energies.
The character of the states near the Fermi energy can be found from the analysis
of the projected partial densities of states defined by

where i denotes the type of atom (Gd or Al) , and m enumerates basis function
(m = s, p, d, f). Integration is taken over whole Wigner-Seitz sphere around the
i-atom.

Figures 4 and 5 present PDOS for Gd atom and Al atom, respectively, pro-
jected on the states s, p, d. Figure 4 shows that over 80% of states near Gd atom
have d character. From Fig. 5 we see that more than 80% of states around Al atom
belong to p states. In both cases, PDOS analyzed in the vicinity of EF shows that
states with spin down are dominating. Numerical Values for total DOS, PDOS at
the Fermi energy and for magnetic moments decomposed into the contributions
coming from different states are given in Table I and Table II.
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4. Remarks and conclusions

We have presented one-particle ground state structure of the ferromagnetic
GdAl2. The spin up (solid line) and spin down (broken line) band stucture are
shown in Fig. 2. The total DOS per unit cell is shown in Fig. 3. The spin up 4f
states form a narrow peak located 5.2 eV below the Fermi level similarly as in hcp
Gd [22]. The spin down 4f bands are broader (greater mobility of the electrons
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in states with higher energy) and are located just above the Fermi level. The
calculated total magnetic moment per formula unit was 7.113μB. Experimental
value for saturation magnetic moment was measured to be equal to 7.2μB [25].

Hund,s ule for 4f up electrons is perfectly reproduced. We have seven 4f- 1*
electrons coupled ferromagnetically which in effect give simulation of localized
magnetic moment with magnitude 7μB. We have found a small contribution to
the 4f magnetization coming from 4f-1  states. The magnetic 4f moment from Gd
atom was evaluated as 6.782B. Nearly the same value for that moment (6.86μB)
was calculated by Sticht and Kubler [22] for ferromagnetic hcp Gd (they have
applied the same method of calculations — ASW). In conclusion we can say that
in many global aspect, one-particle spectra for Gd and GdAl2 are similar.

The calculated net magnetic moment 7.113μB indicates a conduction elec-
tron magnetization of 0.331B. The magnetic moment which comes from Al atoms
was established as very small and negative. The negative sign suggests weak anti-
ferromagnetic coupling between magnetic moments of Gd and Al and is consistent
with RKKY picture [26]. The details were given in Table I and II.

Total density of states on the Fermi level was evaluated as 62.67
[1/Ryd. unit cell]. From this value we can evaluate approximately electronic con-
tribution to the specific heat

The obtained numerical value for γ was too high. The reason was mainly due to
the relatively high contribution from narrow 4f- states (see Fig. 3).

By analyzing the partial densities of states given in Fig. 4 and 5 we found
that d states of Gd, and p states of Al atoms are dominating in the vicinity of the
Fermi level. Especially large contribution comes from 3d-↓ of Gd and 3p-↓ of Al
states and this contribution is more than twice larger than that from the other
states. The binding energy for the 4f shell was found to be 5.2 eV (see Fig. 4)
and is too small compared with the photoemission data [24]. Too small binding
energy and in effect relatively high nonphysical contribution to the total density of
states coming from 4f-[  states is the consequence of the highly nonhomogeneous
4f electron density and modeling nature of LSDFT.

In the literature one can find constructions which allow to improve the results
of the presented above band stucture calculations. One possible way is to develop
many particle models in such a manner that the results which they yield for the
ground state cover in many respects with those obtained within LSDFT formalism.
In general, within such a recipe it is not possible to define uniquely parameters
of many particle models. Such successful trials of improving of the ground state
LSDFT calculations for insulation (EuO, EuS) and metal (Ni) were presented in
Refs. [9] and [27], respectively.

There is also a different method of improving the LSDFT based band stuc-
ture calculations. It was established [28] that the molecular field approximation
(MFA) applied to the Hubbard Hamiltonian in the U/W » 1 limit fits surpris-
ingly well in the case of the half-filled band. In the recent accurate spin polarized
DFT calculations for insulating magnetic materials, Anisimov et al. [29] built into
the formalism a procedure which treats the half-filled d-band electrons more accu-
rately than the homogeneous Stoner-like mean-field approximation. The authors
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proposed modifications of the VXC Eq. (5) for electrons of strongly correlated
half-filled d-bands. Modifications are based on multiband Hubbard Hamiltonian
treated within the MFA. They applied a special scheme of determination of the
Hubbard parameter U and exchange constant J. The obtained results are more ac-
curate than LSDFT ones especially when compared with spectroscopic experimen-
tal data. Energy positions for narrow 3d down spin states and satellite spectrum
is in good agreement with measurements.

The method proposed in [29] is also applicable to f electrons in the metallic
GdAl2 compound where the f electrons form strongly correlated spin polarized
half-filled bands. Application of the method should improve the results on elec-
tronic specific heat and one-particle 4f down spin electronic spectrum. Especially
the 4f binding energy should enlarge. The calculations within this approach for
GdAl2 are in preparation.

The detailed analysis of the one-particle stucture of the whole sequence of
the Laves phase compounds with the use of LMTO method is the subject of the
current studies performed by Borstel and coworkers [7].
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